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The hearings of the German constitutional court this week in Karlsruhe raise a
series of interesting questions, in particular about the independence and
accountability of the European Central Bank.

Concerning independence, it seems peculiar that the Court called a national
institution, the Deutsche Bundesbank, to testify. Since 1 January 1999, the
Bundesbank has been an integral part of the Eurosystem – the chain of
institutions headed by the ECB – for its monetary policy functions.

Like all the other national central banks of the euro area, it is not responsible
for deciding the single monetary policy of the euro area, but only for
implementing it. How can part of an institution express a different opinion
from the rest, without undermining its integrity, and thus its independence?

In fact, it can be questioned whether the publication of a national central bank
opinion on monetary policy is fully in line with the Treaty requirement that no
national nor community institution may seek to influence the members of the
decision making bodies of the ECB. The governors of the Eurozone central
banks are members of the ECB’s Governing Council on a personal capacity and
should not represent their own countries’ views.

This is the reason why they each have one vote, as a way to ensure their
independence. How can the publication of a national central bank opinion not
create pressure on the governor of that central bank, when it performs its ECB
functions?

It can also be questioned whether the constitutional court of one Eurozone
member states is entitled to pass a judgment on a competence that the
Maastricht Treaty has transferred to the EU. The ECB is primarily accountable
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to European institutions, because its mandate is defined with respect to the
whole Eurozone, not the individual member states. Shouldn’t the European
Court be the judge of whether the ECB breached its mandate or any other
Treaty norm, rather than a national one?

The fact that the single monetary policy implemented by the ECB has different
effects across countries does not seem to be a good reason for national
institutions picking fights about its effects. The main concerns which has been
raised seems to be related to the unlimited nature of the OMT, which can lead
the central bank to assume unlimited risks, which are then shared by the
shareholders and may give rise to cross-country transfers.

This concern derives from a fundamental misunderstanding about the role of
the central bank in a fiat money system. Such a system requires that the
central bank’s makes an explicit commitment to ensure the convertibility of the
currency. To be credible, the commitment cannot have ex ante limits. If, for
instance, the central bank were to set a limit to the amount of banknotes it
issues, agents would immediately withdraw their funds from the banks and
convert them into banknotes, in the fear that the limit would soon be reached
and their assets would become worthless. This commitment does not mean
that in the real world the central bank will issue an unlimited amount of
banknotes. But the availability to print banknotes with no limits ensures that
there is no panic and in fact avoids an infinite issuance.

The same applies for other monetary policy instruments. The ECB’s
refinancing operations – with short or long maturities – are currently
conducted at fixed rates and full allotment. This means that the amount of
central bank money created through these operations is not limited ex ante but
rather determined by the demand of the banking system. This does not mean,
however, that the amount is infinite. If the ECB suddenly decided to set a
quantitative limit to these operations, there would be a race to obtain the
available liquidity, generating a sharp increase in interest rates which would
destabilize the financial markets and precipitate a crisis. It is the full allotment
mode that reassures the markets that the liquidity is available, if needed, and
thus reduces the precautionary demand for it.

In fact the unlimited availability of central bank liquidity through the regular
refinancing operations has led banks to reduce their demand for it over recent
months, decreasing the financial imbalances across the eurozone and favoring
more stable financing conditions.

The same reasoning applies to the OMT. If a limit were set to such a
transaction, agents would be encouraged to immediately sell all their assets, in
the fear that they would become illiquid after the pre-established limit was
reached, which would add to financial instability independently of any
underlying economic fundamental.
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Not setting any limit – and stating publicly that the central bank “will do
whatever it takes” – contributes to reassure financial market participants that
they may be able to sell if needed, which discourages them from doing it in a
preventive way. This avoids self-fulfilling expectations and destabilizing
market dynamics.

There is also a misunderstanding about the risks implied by the OMT for the
ECB’s balance sheet. These risks are not that different from those incurred by
using other instruments, like the regular refinancing operation, such as the
LTRO. If a country or a bank in any of the Eurozone countries were to default
or restructure their debts with a substantial haircut, the risk of losses would
materialize in both cases.

The availability of collateral in the case of bank financing represents only a
partial insurance, especially in the face of a systemic crisis or a sovereign event.
Incidentally, the OMT is implemented only for countries which have signed up
to an adjustment program, while other monetary policy operations are not
subject to conditionality.

Finally, any risk for the ECB’s balance sheet which may derive from a specific
monetary policy operation like the OMT has to be weighted against the risks
incurred if the OMT is not implemented when required, which might
eventually lead to the disruption of the euro area. The primary objective of the
ECB is to maintain price stability. If the Eurozone breaks apart and the ECB
doesn’t do its part to avoid it, it will be able to achieve neither its primary
objective nor the objective of supporting the general policies of the
Community, as the Treaty requires, which is to ensure the integrity of the euro
area. In such an event, the losses for the ECB shareholders would be even
greater.

At that point the European Court, or any national one, could ask the ECB to
give account for its actions, or lack of action, and the consequences for
taxpayers.
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